THEY GIVE A FAKE FRONT
Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA
YAHWEH SAYS:
Servant, all details have now been shifted. We will now start the surging way into the full
presentation. Our plan will be to present the Rain Work with powerful drinking in
Yahweh’s wisdom. And right now, in this way of power, on the first day, We will teach
you of a false presentation.
You looked at a website under a Christian platform, and you were shown a major detail
that is very misleading. If I did not have you take a look at the prophet’s way on his own
website, there would have been no plan to show that he is dead. The work that he carried
is still being owned under his way as if he is still alive. They say words that imply that he
is still leading a world work.
If he is dead, did the anointing shift into another person? If it hasn’t, who will be the next
leader of that open platform?
Can anyone else speak My will, or is everyone else feeling sorry that this nation-level
prophet is gone and will choose to leave his fake way, in seeming alive, for the people to
give and to feel a current of change with a dead man?
This man is dead, and they need to begin to shift their work to the person that will lead.
No longer should they steal a dead person’s work and surging in hopes of bringing in
higher sales and followings.
It displeases Yahweh that others will lie on graves in hopes of stealing a dead person’s
delegated anointing. There is no power way of lying on a dead person’s grave. There is
no way to release a dead human with an emotional plea, for Yahweh will not ever bend
to human feelings. Yahweh does care, but Yahweh is constant in His Judge ways and will
see the whole future and weigh if there should now be a raising in that situation.
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You are fooling yourself if you let these ways in the churches make you believe in grave
grabbing and soaking. There will literally be raisings from the dead even before the two
main resurrections in Revelation, but not without a covenant backing.
Who is leading this dead man’s church way? Why build upon a covenant that is no longer
backed with power? Who is now giving words of wisdom, power, and My justice? Who is
giving shifts in the nation if the nation-level prophet is dead? Did he have a way to give
any other his way of covenant in My office? It’s a front to keep a unified way.
It’s a good way to give people a church to attend. It is not a wise power plan to give
people a fake cover when there is no actual prophet still governing.
We give you the way to now see. There is a veil of fake healings and the fake ministry
outlets that lead in this church way. I will not back a fake way with any. In this
presentation in the World Phase, they will learn who you are and the major cost taken to
walk in this office. Our new platform is Seersgate, so they will learn of the world prophet
who is governing. And the whole work will be based in a business will, in structure, with
using the name of Rain.
Never pretend to be a different status than what you truly move as to keep people
following and sharing this great work. Never be a fake, even when rejection is your
ultimate detail to bear.
A world is given. Come forward and say everything I command you.
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